Scavenger Hunt 2018

.

Well the day started out with awesome cobra weather, clear skies and no wind at all, Perfect!! Everyone
meet up at the now closed Big T’s in Forrestfield, two cobras and two tin tops. After a quick chit chat
everyone was debriefed, rules read, and numbers drawn to see who departed first. Shortly thereafter the
first car was away at 0815.

Two of the teams arrived in fancy dress, automatically giving 50 points per team.
Everyone was sent up to the zigzags where there was a photographer (Terry Conn) taking their pics as they
came down, dodging the cyclists, unfortunately there were no Kangaroos about to keep the cyclist
numbers down that day. They were handed their game sheets and sent on their way to have fun and
collect as many points as possible.
At this stage everyone was on their own until they rocked up at the finish line at Sandy Beach Reserve in
Bassendean. Thankfully they were able to decipher the clues to get there and impressively no one had to
open their cheat envelope. (Maybe need to make the clues a bit harder)
While the contestants grabbed hot drinks, Loraine and I started to check their evidence and tally up the
scores. As the scoring continued the BBQ’s were fired up and lunch was cooked by the competitor’s
(thanks guys). After a bite to eat it was onto the prize giving.
Al & Anna came in last place, also scoring a 4min penalty for being late. They scored 845 Points and scored
themselves a Snickers bar each, so they could lift their game.

Anna and Al in the back of a police car. The only team to attempt this task.
Ron & Nola came in 3rd place with 885 Points and received a lucky dip prize each.

Nola and Ron with a Bunnings Greeter.
Ron & Paul came in 2nd place with 901 Points and managed to also raise an extra $70 from public
donations, well done guys. Each received a lucky dip prize.

Ron and Paul photographed coming down the Zig Zags, on their way to pick up the task sheet.
Keith, Janet & Lauren came in 1st place with 1025 Points and received a lucky dip prize each.

Janet and Keith sitting in a bathtub at Bunnings.
Afterwards the two cobras moved away and had some photos taken down by the river and everything was
packed up. We milled about and chatted for a while longer and we finally said our goodbyes and departed
the reserve around 2:30pm all smiles.
Another donation from one of our helpers after we arrived home at the end of the day brought the
donation pot up to $265.45 .
Thank you to all those who participated and well done everyone. A fun day was had by all.

An awesome day was had by all.
Thanks to Loraine, Terry and Dylan for all your help to make this event happen.
At the end of month meeting all those who attended the meeting and who did not attend the event were Fined by the
club Sheriff and we raised a further $65.00. Bringing the total to $330.45, which is an awesome effort by all involved
for the PCFA. Hopefully we can get some more participants next year and really smash this year’s efforts.
Gavin Conn

